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Some Random Landscape Thoughts
Landscaping your dream yard doesn’t have to be as stressful as you think.
Consider Your Lifestyle
Think about what you enjoy doing the most in your home. This is a great
place to start because if you enjoy cooking and entertaining, then you need
an outdoor kitchen with a bar area. Or, if you enjoy reading and doing
yoga, then you need your own personal garden escape.
Visualize Your Backyard
Joshua Mitchell

Spend some time getting familiar with the available spaces available in your
backyard. Decide what is important to you and what you would like to
include in the space you have.
Use Hardscaping
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Hardscaping can be anything from a brick pathway through your garden to
a wood deck or concrete stained patio. Doing this can add structure and
privacy to your outdoor space, no matter what size backyard you have to
work with.

Design-Build Landscape

Include Seating

Outdoor Living Space

Don’t be afraid to put comfortable, deep seating outside. When purchasing
quality outdoor furniture, it is not difficult to find both comfort and durability.

Custom Water Features
Landscape Lighting

Fireplaces and Fire Pits
Irrigation Maintenance
Pergolas and Decks

Create A Covered Area

Stay shaded and protect your outdoor room from mother nature with
a gazebo, an umbrella, or even a pergola. Covered areas can be a spot
to entertain, read a book, or even be the center piece of your backyard.
Don’t Forget Greenery
Dedicate at least a portion of your backyard to plant life. It can be as
simple as a flower patch or as complex as your own garden for fresh fruits
and veggies.

Happy Landscaping!
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Gazebos and pergolas are an
escape from the sun’s rays on
hot days as they enhance the
appearance of your backyard.

Low voltage lighting amplifies
the décor and plays an important
part in creating the right amount
of ambiance to set the mood.
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Adding some elements of
entertainment in your backyard
are essential and including a
TV will bring endless party ideas.
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